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The following 27 posts have appeared on the Ad Sales Blog to support the idea that print advertising is
relevant and important today.
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June 10, 2010
Print magazines have never stopped selling
At the just concluded Folio show Kerry Smith, Red7Media CEO, offered
a surprising view of what the future of print publishing might be.
Challenged, like all publishing companies, with the decline of print ad
revenue, Smith has diversified his organization's offerings to include
marketing services such as research, and consulting. But even as less of
his company's revenue is tied to print he is more committed to it. Why?
Because he has found that his magazines are most often the the first
point of contact leading to the sale of all the other services he is now
selling.
Today, publishers of all kinds are using the presence they have in their
markets to start related businesses. For example:
Premier Guitar, sells sheet music to subscribers
Oil and Gas Journal sells industry data and research
Dwell, a shelter book for the modern home, sells modern
prefabricated homes




But this "new" tend where publishers use a magazine presence to sell
products and services to readers is not so new. Marketers have
used sponsored or branded magazines to do this for years. Despite the
migration of ad dollars away from print magazines, the dollars flowing
into sponsored magazines are going strong as documented early this
year by The Financial Times:
"According to the UK research body Mintel, this type of “customer publishing” is booming. It estimates
that the industry in the UK alone is likely to be worth £1bn by 2013. Between 2008 and 2009 it grew 16
per cent, and by 2013 it is projected to increase by a further 22 per cent – no mean feat when the rest of
the glossy magazine world is in the doldrums.
What attracts companies is the direct impact on consumers. “Our research has shown that these
magazines create an eight per cent uptick in sales,” says Julia Hutchison, chief operating officer of the
Association of Publishing Agencies, the representative for the customer publishing industry in the UK.
“On average, every customer spends 25 minutes reading these titles. That’s 25 minutes spent with the
brand. Lots of companies are redirecting their ad and marketing spends to this avenue.”
In the past, some sponsored publications were little more than product promos. But now, savvy
marketers are investing in quality writers, photographers, and more objective journalism to attract
larger audiences. The FT article continues:
"Whereas in-house magazines used to be glorified advertorials, today the branding is much more subtle
and there’s a genuine effort to tap top editorial talents and introduce original material; Inez van
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Lamsweerde and Vinoodh Matadin, photographic stalwarts of the fashion publications Vogue and
Visionaire, shot the latest YSL manifesto.
The investment makes sense: it gives depth to a brand in an environment they can control. It pushes
product without the obvious “sell”, and in many instances may be cheaper than advertising.Asos’ title,
for instance, which is known for its mix of celebrity, shopping and entertainment, is now the second
largest women’s fashion title in the UK with an annual circulation of 471,522.
Terri Westlake, head of media at Asos.com, says, “Customers are savvy; they understand that it’s a
brand title (and not independent), but they still appreciate a very good free magazine.”
Print magazines can provide marketers with a "media marquee" that gives them consistent visibility
hard to duplicate in the crowed online world. What Kerry Smith, and a growing number of publishers are
taking advantage of is the same benefit marketers using sponsored publications have used for
years...print magazines sell!
Read the Whole article in FT
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May 02, 2010
The future of print magazines: fewer, but just fine.
Print magazines will be around for many years, but they will be lot fewer in number. Why do I say this?
Because as part of the study, “The Case for Advertising in Interactive Digital Magazines,” I measured
the percentage of print magazine and website users who were “very actively involved” in their media.
When I tabulated this against the age of the respondents, I found that younger respondents were less
often heavy print magazine users. I found the opposite for heavy users of websites.
Why measure seriously involved media users? Because most often they determine the future of any
media. If the most active users of Facebook started leaving where would Facebook be? Looking more
like MySpace.
Print magazines readers skew older. The number of respondents who subscribe to more than

six print magazines increases steadily with every 10 years added to a respondent’s age. Almost half
(47.6%) of the sample over the age of 70 subscribe to more than six print magazines. But with each 10year decline in respondent age group, the number of serious magazine readers drops consistently.
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For respondents under the age of 20, only about one in five (21.5%) subscribe to more than six print
publications. Assuming readers maintain their reading habits as they age, there will be less demand for
print magazines in the future.
But print magazines will not disappear. One in five (21.5%) under the age of 20 still subscribe to more
than 6 magazines. While that is less than half the number for those over 70 who do so, it is still a very
significant base. Print magazines are not dead, nor will they die. The difficult transition we are in now is
a question of oversupply, not ineffectiveness. When magazines get though this transition there will be
fewer of them but they will be robust once again.
Information on “The Case for Advertising in Interactive Digital Magazines” can be found HERE. The chart
above combines findings #16 and 17 from the study. The study was sponsored by VIVmag and Nxtbook
Media.
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May 30, 2009
How print ads help generate web leads
Let’s talk about yellow page advertising. Here’s a form of advertising designed to elicit a response.
Telmetrics, an advertising call tracking company released data earlier this month demonstrating the
power of a unique URL as part of a print ad.
Telmetrics measured how many solid sales leads came from yellow page ads and compared how many
came from a reader picking up the phone,
versus reading a URL on the ad and
responding online.
Company president Bill Dinan made the
assumption that most survey respondents
would say they picked up the phone to
engage the advertiser. He was correct, but
surprised at how close it was when only 56%
of leads came in via phone calls, and 44%
came through a direct response of the
URL printed on the ad. The study also
discovered that unique URLs like
CallFlorists2.com were more often visited than
client specific domains with URL extensions
like Publisher.com/florists. If you want your print ad to generate a response keep the URL in the ad and
keep it unique and simple.
Read the Telmetrics report
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Age of magazine readers rise, but slightly
Between 2001 and 2009 the median age of readers of consumer magazines rose by only
3%. This was reported last week by Media Post which crunched numbers from over 90 leading
consumer publications.
How important is this?
I think it is a great cliche buster. I have
worked with many publishers who have
measured the age of their online readers
and compared them to the age of their
print readers. Most expected a big swing
for the younger readers to online. Most
were surprised. About 2/3 reported no
difference in age, a third showed a slightly
younger audience for online.
The cliche aged print reader and the
cliche online teen reader are both just
that, cliches. When measurements are
applied, there is a slight shift, but not a big
one. Young and older readers both like
magazines and online media.
On a call you can use this study to show how print is not such an old person's media after all.
Read the original study on Media Daily News
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May 03, 2009
Print sales tip from a Nielsen analyst: let's get physical
Last Friday, Nielsen Analyst Alex
Burmaster shared insight, hope, and a sales tip
for print media reps. Burmaster took aim at
the conventional wisdom that says that print,
especially newspapers, will inevitably die. "Not
so," says Burmaster and uses Nielsen Research
findings from a parallel industry to make his
point:
"Whilst digital has major advantages over print
in terms of immediacy and depth of content, there are some things that it simply can’t replace in the
minds or lives of consumers. We saw a similar story a couple of years ago when it came to the effect of
the digital industry on music sales. The predictable “death of the CD” headlines followed and whilst
there is little debate that traditional CD sales have been hit hard, the format is by no means extinct.
Nielsen ran a large survey looking at why consumers still planned to buy CDs and reasons included: liking
to physically own something (rather than an “abstract” mp3 file), having a physical collection that
included the artwork, and being easier to port the music to other areas. For the majority, is there
anything as simple as just grabbing a CD from the living room and taking it with you into the car? The
industry has always had a tendency to over-estimate people’s technological familiarity and competency.
Of course, CDs are a different media from newspapers, but the themes of physicality, practicality,
familiarity, and convenience for the masses are consistent themes. Digital can’t replace the traditional
walk to get the morning papers, reading the Sunday papers in bed, or an impulse purchase of a
newspaper for a train journey - not everyone has the desire or the access to a portable electronic device
at every moment of the day.
Whether it’s habit, touch and feel, familiarity, techno-illiteracy or convenience, a significant chunk of the
population will still require a physical version to hold in their hands."
While print media will see some downsizing, ultimately the physicality of print media may be what saves
it.
Read all of Burmaster's post
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November 15, 2008
Beating "print is dead" with Ron Wall's iPod story
Ron Wall, Sr. VP of Publishing at Canon Communications shares a great story of how he beat a "print ads
are dead" objection raised by a client by making him an offer he had to refuse. The client told Ron that
print ads were not responsive and therefore of little value.
Ron countered by offering a FREE spread in his magazine. But there was a catch. The ad had to make an
offer, have an 800 number, and anyone who called even just to inquire about the offer would get a free
iPod.
The offer of a free spread got Ron's client thinking. What would the offer be? How many callers
would buy as result? How many iPods would he have to give away?
Whoa! A lot of free iPods!
As the client did the math and considered the number of people
who might call to get a free iPod he realized it could run
into hundreds or thousands. The client started backing off
from Ron's offer. Then Ron, a twinkle in his eye, asked, "But wait a
minute, didn't you just say print advertising is not responsive?"
Ron's point, that the right print ad can be very responsive had
been made. Print is not dead, and print ads can generate
response as long as they are designed with a compelling offer. Great
story. Thanks Ron!
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July 18, 2008
Magazines: most credible source of "information about a company"
My 7/8 post reviewed a 2008 Edelman
Study that documented how young
Americans rated Business magazines as #1
in credibility as a source of company
information, and Wikepedia #2.
But as Gregory Kohs correctly
commented, the Edelman study is not
focused on young Americans, it is a world
wide study focusing on business leaders.
While the "young American" finding
was interesting, the more important finding
is how business leaders, world wide,
perceive different media.
Posted here is chart on media credibility as
it relates to this broader audience.
As with young Americans, business
magazines were #1 followed by stock or
industry analyst reports, then followed by
Television.
This is a great report to bring on a call to
document the credibility magazine
advertising can bring to a marketing
program.
Download the entire Edelman study
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July 08, 2008
Young Americans: business magazines #1, Wikipedia #2
Which news sources young Americans find most credible might surprise you. Buried on page 14 in the
"Edelman Trust Barometer 2008", an annual survey
of trust related issues conducted by international PR
giant Edelman, is a tiny bombshell that every
business magazine publisher needs to see.
When Americans, ages 24 to 35, were asked "How
credible is each source for information about a
company?" Business magazines ranked #1, Wikipedia
was #2.
On your next call.
Obviously this is a great study to show if you are
selling advertising in a business magazine, but it also
documents that trust exists in both traditional and
new media. If you are selling an integrated package
this study documents that trust can come from a
variety of online and offline sources.
Download the entire Edelman study
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May 23, 2008
Push vs. pull
As I enthusiastically pitched the latest, coolest, online marketing product my client cut me short, "I sell a
dull product. Nobody will click on a banner to
read more about it. People buy it because they
need it, and when they don’t need it they don’t
want to know anything more about it."
The core benefit on online media is
engagement. But what happens when your
client is selling a dull product and true
engagement unlikely?
For many, there is another category of dull
products getting a lot of attention these days,
presidential candidates. With many contests
extremely close it is often not the engaged, well
informed voter who decides elections, rather
the undecided, unengaged swing voter who might see all candidates as very dull.
That is why we see a curious pattern of media spending. While all candidates are using the Internet to
raise money and engage their base of voters, the vast bulk of the outgoing media spend is on television
because it is a "push" media.
According to eMarketer on those undecided voters...
"Generally speaking these are the typical targets who are difficult to reach using the Internet. That’s why
in this political season, 50-80% of ad budgets are going into television, whereas only 1-2% of political ad
budgets are spent online. It’s not to say the candidates are not using the Internet to their huge
advantage, Barack Obama’s amazing online funding machine has proved to be the key advantage to his
success. But when it comes to reaching out towards the uninterested, the uninvolved, and the even
bored participants, very often traditional media there’s a big advantage over the newer online ones.”
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On a call.
If your advertiser’s product is very dull, put the "engagement" talk on the back burner and talk about
the virtues of “push” media. Push media succeeds in these situations because viewing the ads is not
voluntary. When you are selling very dull products forget about "permission marketing" you need to
recommend "push." Now share the story, stated above, about the presidential race. Now sell the push
media you have, Print
media, television, and radio are
"push media." For online
media sell e-blasts, which “push”
a message to a target audience's
inbox.
Estimates as to how much has
been spent so far this year online
on political campaigns (not
much):
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May 12, 2008
Docs prefer print!
No matter what sector or industry you are in, this is a great study to sell the value of print advertising.
The study released this March from consulting firm, "What Doctors Think" documents how physicians
prefer to receive their professional information, and magazines top of their list. The study has
implications beyond just medical magazines because of the importance and prestige doctors have. The
study, with 231 physicians responding, also covered a variety of other perceptions doctors have on the
media that serve them.
Use it on a call.
Talk about the importance physicians play in our society. Talk about how, unlike almost any other
profession, the information they receive will impact life or death decisions. Then show them the chart.
When information absolutely must be accurate and trusted, magazines deliver.
There is another reason to use this study. On April 4th I posted on the just released MediaVest study
that measured the amount of trust consumers felt for different media in four major categories. In the
fashion, food, and entertainment fields, magazines were found to be most trusted, but in health and
wellness onlline sources were tops. Michael Turro posted a comment raising the concern that had print
fallen behind with readers in the only category, "that could kill them." Cheer up print reps! You can now
use this study in conjunction with the MediaVest study. While consumers may find online media in the
health and wellness field more trustworthy than pint, doctors do not agree.

Download the entire "What Doctors Think" study
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May 01, 2008
Recommend a URL in the next ad

One way to sell more print ad space is to
encourage your advertisers to add a campaign and magazine specific URL to their next print ad. It is one
extra step. But here is what happens; a readers sees the ad and is motivated to search the Internet for
more information. By using a campaign and magazine specific URL the advertiser can track which
campaign and which magazine drove the reader to their website.
A post on Clickz by James Hering offered tips on how to use campaign specific URLs. Hering references
research that indicates many do not like to enter long URLs with a lot of extra slash marks. As result,
some marketers now favor campaign specific URLs, often based on the the tag line of the campaign:
Examples include:
Burger King: haveityourway.com and subservientchicken.com
Mitsubishi: seewhathappens.com
Subaru: need-desire.com
Universal Studios: iwantmyvacation.com
Lincoln Mercury: oneandonlyclearance.com
Dish Network: stopfeedingthepig.com
Audi: neverfollow.com
Now add the magazine initials or just a number to designate a specific media and your client can have it
all. Is it better to use a custom campaign URL or extensions of the brand URL? Using the brand URL, of
course, reinforces the brand. Which approach is better? The answer: the one that gets your advertiser
to include a magazine specific reference so your media gets tracked!
Read Hearing's column on Clickz
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April 04, 2008
Magazines are top source of readership trust
According to a study by MediaVest, magazines are more trusted than online for content in the three
areas of entertainment, food/cooking, and fashion/beauty. But online is more trusted for
health/wellness information.
Here are the five key findings of the study:
1. Print is more trusted than online in every category but
Health/Wellness. Readers find print more trustworthy than
online by a margin of 24 percentage points for Fashion/Beauty, 7
points for Food/Cooking, and 5 points for Entertainment.
2. Readers find online Health/Wellness more trustworthy online
than in print by a margin of 3 points. Despite the abundance of
online content, few see online replacing print, with just 12% of
respondents strongly believing that a publisher’s website could
easily replace the printed magazine within the next 5 years.
3. Titles fail to deliver value online. 79% of dual magazine/online users agree that the online site
should provide something new & different from the magazine. However, only 44% strongly believe
that the publishers' sites are actually offering something unique.
4. Low duplication between print and online. Hovering between 1% and 6% for all categories but
entertainment, where for certain titles, duplication reaches 10% at most.5. Fashion/Beauty relies most
faithfully on the printed publication, as it focuses on general trends. People are seven times more
likely to go to the print publication for this category.
Read the original press release: Print Trumps Internet as Primary Source of Readership Trust
Ad Age reports the story: "Print More Trusted Source of Information Than Internet"
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Magazines are a top Web driver
Yet another study supports the strength of magazines as an online traffic driver. BIGresearch's August 07
released "Simultaneous Media Survey" of 15,439 consumers shows magazines as the top off line media
driving web traffic. Here is the chart that tells the tale:

Use it on a call:
This study does NOT say that magazines generate more web traffic than online media, such as web
banners etc. This study compares off line media (with the odd exception of Email advertising"). The
argument you have to first make, on a call, is that people still spend most of their lives OFF line. Then
preset the case for magazines as the top offline web traffic builder for when those off line people get
back on line.
Press release of the top line results
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March 04, 2008
Pushing paper advertising in Sweden
You gotta love it! Here is a print ad for McDonald's Big 'n' Juicy Burger that uses almost no ad copy and a
lot of paper to communicate how their bigger hamburgers need bigger napkins to handle them. The
double page spread was printed on napkin paper and ran in Sweden's Metro newspaper to promote the
idea. Is paper based ad messaging dead? I don't think so!
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January 24, 2008
B-to-B digital ad revenue to top print by 2009

Burlingame, Calif.—B-to-b digital advertising revenue will outpace
print ad revenue by 2009, according to a new report from market research company Outsell.
According to the report print accounted for 44.7% of the $20 billion b-to-b media revenue in 2006,
compared with 28.3% for digital products and 27.0% for events. But by 2009 the roles will reverse.
B to B print revenue will account for 34.3%, 38.6% share for digital products and events 27.1%.
Read the news item on the B to B website:
http://www.btobonline.com/apps/pbcs.dll/article?AID=/20071022/FREE/71022037/1078
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The magazine engagement story
The MPA has a terrific booklet that compares the "engagement" qualities of magazines against other
media. In a variety of comparisons magazines do extremely well. For me the most sales call friendly
parts came on page 14 in the section entitled, "Qualitative dimensions of engagement". Research shows
the ads that run in magazines are seen by
readers as offering value, not an intrusion (first
two charts shown below).
Use it on a sales call: First off, download the 35
page PDF at the link below. On the call, the trick
is to shift the conversation. When many
advertisers/marketers talk about engagement
they are referring to measurable engagements
such reader click throughs, contest entries,
getting readers to contribute content or become
involved in some way. This great resource from
the MPA helps you shift the dialog from this
"mechanical" view of engagement into a
psychological one where the relationship
between magazine and reader take center stage.
You don't have to explain all this on a call. Just
explain the magazine engagement story. The
story that says, unlike many other media that
provide more functionality along along with a lot of distractions (third chart posted below), magazines
engage your customers minds and bring the ad message along in a positive way. Very powerful stuff!
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Download the entire survey
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December 11, 2007
Study: magazines lift brand favorability and purchase intent best
A study, just released by Dynamic Logic, found that adding magazines to a TV or TV and Internet media
buy greatly increases the success of the measured campaigns. In some areas the contribution of
magazines outweighed that of TV.
The researchers first isolated the impact of TV
advertising. They then looked at what impact
adding the Internet had. Last they looked at
what adding magazines contributed to the
mix.

As advertisers use more mixed media in
campaigns, understanding how the media
work together becomes critical. This study
found that the three media worked best when
used together. Both online advertising and magazines added significantly to the impact of the
advertising when used along with TV.
In a Media Life interview, Bill Havlena, vice president, research analytics for Dynamic Logic said, "Looking
at the data shows that TV worked strongly in generating brand and advertising awareness. In those
categories the other two media built strongly on the initial impact of TV.
In terms of advertising awareness, TV provided a bump of 9.8 percentage points. The Internet, which
performed strongest in the same categories as TV, added another 4.4 points.
Surprisingly, magazines also performed strongly in building advertising awareness, adding 8.3 points.
We would not necessarily have expected that. It is clear that TV did a strong job in building awareness,
but TV is thought of as an awareness-building medium, magazines, less so,” says Havlena.
But it was in the final two categories of the purchase funnel that magazines really excelled when used in
combination with TV and Internet.
Said Havlena, "When it came to brand favorability and purchase intent, magazines added far more than
TV and Internet combined. For instance, in the key area of purchase intent, TV added 4.6 percentage
points; the Internet added 1.0 points; and magazines added 7.0 percentage points."
The study analyzed 32 cross-media campaigns from 10 different types of companies, including consumer
goods, automotive, electronics, apparel and financial services. Most were U.S. campaigns but some were
global as well.
Read a review of the study in MediaWeek
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November 14, 2007
Magazines drive buying intent...more than TV!
The Periodical Publishers Association (PPA), just released a UK based study that tests advertising on
different media for their ability to drive traffic to search engines. Of the all the media tested, TV was the
top driver beating out magazines by a nose.

But in the second part of the study magazines pulled off an upset. Of the people who were both driven
to search AND made a purchase, magazines beat TV. While magazines may not generate the big bang
that television does, it has greater influence for people driven to search who are purchase oriented.
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Use it on a call.
This study sets up a great story:
Magazines may be second to television in driving traffic to search, but the nature of the audience
magazines drive is different. Since a magazine ad can be revisited, marked up, and torn out and carried
to a store it is a superior ad medium for driving search traffic that results in a sale.
Download the PowerPoint
Visit the PPA homepage
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October 11, 2007
Just because you're "hot" doesn't mean people trust you
So it is with media. An October released study from The Nielsen Company revealed that, World wide,
the most trusted media is also the one most loosing
ground with advertisers, newspapers.
The two least trusted media are the ones with blue
sky ad sales predictions, online banner ads, and ads
on mobile phones. According to the study:
"...while new platforms like the Internet are
beginning to catch up with older media in terms of ad
revenues, traditional advertising channels continue
to retain the public's trust. Ads in newspapers rank
second worldwide among all media categories, at 63
percent overall, while television, magazines and radio each ranked above 50 percent."
The study also contains fun information on which media are trusted most/least in different countries.
Use it on a sales call
Often it is hard to shore up the "traditional media" part of an integrated media package. Start by asking
your advertiser how important "trust" is in their selling process. Tell them that through an integrated
package of traditional media and new media they get the best of both worlds. The functionality of the
new media, and the credibility of traditional media. Then show them the study.
Read about the study on the Nielsen website
Write up on the Agency Spy Blog
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September 20, 2007
Repositioning print

"Repositioning Print for a Digital World" from this month’s Folio Magazine (September 07)
Download GordonColumn.pdf
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August 20, 2007
Magazine and search synergy
A study was released today from Jupiter Research sponsored by iProspect that examines the
relationship between search and off line media.
This is an extremely valuable study. It proves that print (magazines and newspapers) is the top off line
web traffic driver that results in a sale.
Key findings:
Chart #1: 57% of web users say search is more important than last year.
No surprise to see that search is of growing importance to on line users, but what may be surprising is
the importance of off line media driving traffic.
Chart #2: Two thirds of the on line search user population has been driven to search by off line channels.
Television and word of mouth lead with print as third.
Chart #3: But when Jupiter Research isolated just the searches that resulted in a sale, print and word of
mouth clobbered the others.
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On a call.
For media planners you might use a simple version of the study by printing the article from Direct
magazine.
For marketing types download the entire study at the link below. I love the story the three graphs I
posted here can make on a call. The first graph gets a positive response from marketers. Yep, everyone
will agree that search is becoming more important. Nodding heads.
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The second graph looks like to you are giving it up to television. You look very noble. Television is the top
offline traffic builder.
Then, zing!, The third graph brings it home. Print drives the most off line traffic that results in a sale!
To make the point stick you can talk about how print is a more considered media that engages potential
purchasers and provides a permanent record for reflection, evaluation, and holding in your hand while
you type in a URL.
If you work on a B-to-B publication you may choose to just use the first and third graphs as television is
typically not part of your fight. Either way you can access the entire survey, including methodology
through the link below:
Download the entire study
Video: iProspect CEO interviewed on the study
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August 15, 2007
Who still reads magazines? Everybody.
Conventional wisdom: "For older readers buy print, for younger readers buy online." NOT TRUE!
Prove it yourself. If you
work at a magazine
compare the age
demographics of your
online and print readers. If
your publication is typical,
the demographics will be
similar.
Now a study on national
media consumption
conducted by Deloitte has
documented why this is
true in a way that goes
beyond the age cliches.
Simply put, people of all
ages like the magazine
experience. Almost threefourths of all consumers,
including younger ones,
choose to read magazines even if they can find the same information online. Also documented is a
greater receptivity to print advertising, across all age groups, compared with Internet ads--another
reason magazines will be around for years to come.
If you are trying to win over a print skeptic who thinks magazines are antiques for old people, this is a
perfect response. Print out the Age Age article (link below) and share it to set the stage and establish
credibility. Then download a big copy of the page from the survey and show the results. Close by saying
that the unique appeal of any media is more important than age demographics.
Read the Ad Age article on the study
Click on the graphic for a copy big enough for your next sales call:
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July 26, 2007
Are newspapers old or new media? Yes.

This past Tuesday
sday the National Newspaper Association, with members
facing big drops in print ad revenue, launched a campaign to reposition
newspapers as multimedia platforms. With the tag line , “Newspaper:
The Multi-Medium,”
Medium,” they hope to lay claim and monetize the ext
extended
reach of their web presence. Citing more Nielsen stats than you'd ever
want to read, they claim that collectively, newspapers and their web
products reach 70% of all adults each week.
For print media publishers everywhere this is a great blueprint. Selling media is competitive and if your
magazine doesn't get the ad another magazine may. But remember to sell the value of your base
platform (consumer magazines, b to b magazines, etc.).
Read the press release from the National Newspaper Association
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July 06, 2007
Repositioning the magazine medium
I heard a few words that made me rethink how magazines should be talked about on sales calls. The
words came from Rich Miller, General Manager of Media First International, one of the most innovative
media buying organizations. Miller challenged the audience at the recent American Business Media
Publisher's Summit, to rethink how they present magazines to people who buy them:
"Horizontal integration disrupts our whole understanding of the (magazine) medium. What is a
magazine? I think we have to redefine it. A magazine can no longer be defined by the platform through
which its content is distributed; it’s defined by the community of persons who share a common interest
in that content. A magazine is a social network. It’s a club."
Read Miller's entire opening: Download richard_miller_opening_remarks.doc
Read Rich Miller's Blog
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Need a new ad business model? Think like Rupert

We will soon know if Rupert Murdock will succeed in buying the Wall Street Journal.
Other media organizations have passed on the deal, among them General Electric,
who owns NBC Universal, and Financial Times publisher Pearson (whose Berkley
division published my third book Selling 2.0).
In a statement today NBC Universal Chief Executive Jeff Zucker, with reference to Murdock's $5 billion
offer, said his organization passed on the deal because it would not be "fiscally disciplined" to continue.
Zucker added, "I am not going to presume to know what's in Rupert's mind in terms of why he's bid
what he's bid."
This week's Time magazine cover story gives us that very look into Murdock's mind and it is all about
creatively revising the Wall Street Journal's publishing business model:
"What if, at the Journal, we spent $100 million a year hiring all the best business journalists in the world?
Say 200 of them. And spent some money on establishing the brand but went global — a great, great
newspaper with big, iconic names, outstanding writers, reporters, experts. And then you make it free,
online only. No printing plants, no paper, no trucks. How long would it take for the advertising to come?
It would be successful, it would work and you'd make ... a little bit of money. Then again, the Journal and
the Times make very little money now."
Every publisher can take a lesson from this. Murdock is not looking to buy the Wall Street Journal for
what it is, but for what it could be if it's brand were leveraged into new media.
Read the entire Time Inc. article
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Selling print in a digital world: talk about "intent"
When you sell magazine advertising to a web savvy advertiser, one of your goals
is to have them take a step back and look at the different stages of a sale to a
customer. Print skeptics often focus too much on the "last mile" of the sale where
search and online media have their greatest strength. Here's how to use this
approach on a sales call:
Remind your advertiser that magazines offer a more contemplative exposure
experience. Reading a magazine is a more active experience than TV or Radio,
and more focused and less distracting than online.
From this it can be argued that magazine advertising will have a greater influence in the earlier,
formative stages of a sale, where any distraction can prove fatal to message delivery.
Share that, before your reader engages in "search" they are formulating opinions of products and
brands. From these emerge "intent to buy" opinions and attitudes that will predate "search." For many
products this is the best time to sell, as the customer's mind is less skeptical than when they move to
into an evaluative stage. "Get the sales pitch in early," should be the rallying cry of every magazine ad
rep.
Assuming you carried this dialog, then introduce "proof" in the form of an MPA study in that measures
and compares the "intent to buy" influence for magazines, television and online media. Oddly called
"Magazines: The Safest Bet in Advertising" the report beautifully documents that magazines do, in fact,
have more influence at this earlier stage of the sale and offers easy to understand charts you can use on
a sales call.
Download a 2 page PDF summary from the MPA
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Selling print in a digital world: use "perspective"

Here is a study that adds a perspective that you can use to sell print advertising to those
younger media buyers who think that print is dead.
It's a study just released by the Custom Media Council that summarizes the rapid
growth of custom magazine publishing last year.
The study reports that magazines have passed all other forms of custom published
media (newspapers, newsletter etc) to become the favorite among marketers. In
addition, spending on custom published magazines is in a growth spurt.
Here is how to use this on a sales call:
Tell the media buyer that the power of magazines to reach and influence a target audience has never
been stronger. Then show them the study. While magazine advertising may be under pressure, the
magazine format itself, as a pure marketing tool, is in rapid growth. This growth is vote of confidence
from marketers who see the magazine format as dynamic and delivering unique marketing benefits.
According to the study spending on custom media in 2006 increased to an all time industry high of $55.6
billion, with a record number of titles published (125,044) and the highest number of pages ever
printed.
View a summary of the study
PS:
Here is a anecdote to help make the point stick with the hard core digerati who hate that print smears
ink on their their fingers:
One of the latest custom magazine launches: The Interactive Advertising Bureau (IAB), the association
(and prime market advocate) of Internet Advertising, launches Mixx magazine.

